
CONVERTING A
POPULAR EVENT
TO A VIRTUAL
SUCCESS

A Case Study
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DOWNTOWN HOUSING TOUR
A BIT ABOUT THE EVENT

For the past five years, a popular free Downtown Housing Tour has been a staple for

an organization's summer event series . Around 800-1,000 attendees annually could

explore participating apartments and condos in a downtown-wide open house event.

This year, I transitioned it to a completely virtual experience.
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IT Collected Unusual Content

Many submissions were not accessible to the public on a normal

basis or were new.

Created Interactive Portions

There were several ways for attendees to interact with the hosts,

get questions answered by experts, and win prizes.

Created a User-Friendly Navigation System

The web-page was labeled and sorted for easy access, along with

links to videos from the Facebook Event, and a well defined

schedule of events.



BEHIND THE SCENES TOURS
A collection of short videos that took attendees

in to interesting homes that wouldn't normally

be accessble. This also included tours of homes

in development.

LIVE PANEL DISCUSSION
We invited several long time residents to serve

on the panel to answer questions submitted

before and in real time about living downtown.

AT-HOME TUTORIALS
A collection of short videos from local

businesses that showcased easy ways to

renovate and "nest" your home.

GAMES & PUZZLES
We offered live trivia and 3 different puzzles

that could be submitted for prizes. The goal

was to provide info in a fun way.

Key Features



1000%
Increase of attendees participating in
the virtual event as opposed to the l ive
event.

80% New visitors to the web-page on their
main website.
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GOOGLE ADS
Most of the promotion and advertising

occurred through Facebook and Instagram

Ads. We focused on female user that live

within a 50 mile radius. The Google ads were

focused on users searching for housing in the

area.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
3 weeks before the event we sent out a press

release along with a media kit ready for

publications. We also located a media sponsor

that published a few well written articles

about some of our housing tour participants.



HOW DID IT GO?

Over 300 game

submissions

over 10k pageviews

EVENT STATISTICS

33.1k Impressions

over 3300 live panel

views
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Virtual events are

much more cost

effective marketing

tools than in person

events.

Enhancement
Opportunities

Virtual events can

include new

opportunities that

attendees wouldn't

get oherwise.

More Reach

Virtual events

provide more

opportunities for

participation  in

time and location. 



 MEET JAMI

Jami is an event planner and experiential marketing

creator based out of Dayton, Ohio. She has over 15

years working with companies and private clients on

various sized fundraisers, festivals, galas, concerts,

and other immersive events.

She likes to create unforgettable experiences that

add an artistic flare to any event. Jami is passionate

about the creative community and loves

incorporating local talent in her event and marketing

experiences. Working with professional artists,

photographers, designers, and craftsmen, is a

mainstay in keeping her events fresh and exciting.
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